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**Abstract**—Software applications routinely offer configuration settings to adapt them to specific deployment requirements. The number of available configuration options and their dependencies increase the likelihood of introducing configuration mistakes, with costly faults typically manifesting in a production environment. Automated diagnosis of configuration errors can help here, yet the practical value and acceptance of the proposed solutions depend - besides sufficient accuracy - on satisfying some non-functional requirements. These include: (i) low intrusiveness (i.e. little runtime data/instrumentation), (ii) full automation of the diagnosis process, and (iii) fast computation of a diagnosis.

In this work we propose **ConfGuru**, an approach and a tool which attempts to fulfill all three of these requirements. **ConfGuru** complements and improves upon **ConfDoctor** [14], our previous (semi-automated) approach for diagnosis of configuration errors. **ConfGuru** adds a fast static analysis approach to identify all code locations where option values are read (so-called Option Read Points (ORPs)) in a targeted application. Previously, these locations needed to be found manually, severely limiting adoption of **ConfDoctor** for new targets. Furthermore, due to algorithmic optimizations we can reduce the total time for computing a diagnosis to below a minute, and streamline the analysis process.

Our evaluation shows that **ConfGuru** can diagnose configuration errors and extract ORPs from a variety of applications with an accuracy matching previous semi-automated approaches. Simultaneously, it offers fast adaptation to new target applications and well as full process automation, and has low response time. This makes **ConfGuru** suitable as a practical configuration error diagnosis tool or a service for real-world scenarios.

**Index Terms**—Configuration errors, Automated debugging, Static analysis, Option read points

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of today’s non-trivial applications ship with a variety of configurable options, accessible to users via GUI or configuration files (plain text, XML, JSON, etc.). These serve the purpose of adapting the applications’ behavior to user requirements without need to re-compile or re-build the code. Due to the multitude of complicated options that modern applications provide, configuration errors became one of the major causes of today’s system failures [23], [29], [30]. Study [30] reveals that around one-third of high-severity user-visible failures are caused by configuration options.

Given this challenge, in recent years many tools and approaches for automated debugging of configuration errors have been developed [27], [21], [32], [33], [25], [20]. Unfortunately, most of the proposed solutions require comprehensive runtime data for diagnosis. This implies that code has to be instrumented, and potentially sensitive user data has to be disclosed. To address these shortcomings, our previous work [15], [14] proposes an approach and a tool called **ConfDoctor** capable of diagnosing misconfigurations in Java applications with only minimal runtime information and no need for error reproduction. Specifically, users only need to provide the stack trace of an error, and no other execution-related data. For a preprocessing phase, we require as input the program source code, and a list of locations where configuration options are read.

Unfortunately, **ConfDoctor** is a research prototype which can hardly be used for configuration diagnosis in real-world scenarios. The most severe shortcoming is the need to supply it with a complete list of the Option Read Points (ORPs), i.e. the code locations where option values are read from configuration files. Until recently, obtaining this data required manual code inspection for each new version of a targeted application, and thus had prohibitively high cost. As a consequence, **ConfDoctor** can diagnose configuration errors for only four specific application versions evaluated in [14], and it is hardly realistic that support for other applications/versions will be provided. Further shortcomings of **ConfDoctor** are a relatively long running time of the analysis for each new stack trace, and a complicated setup.

The first issue can be addressed via automated detection of ORPs, as proposed in [13], [11], [22]. While these approaches are highly accurate in extracting option names, they do not provide exact locations of ORPs. However, the latter aspect is of paramount importance for correctness of the diagnosis. Moreover, their long execution time make it necessary to pre-analyze all versions of a diagnosed application and to store the results in a database. This adds a significant overhead in terms of both time and space for a fully automated solution. Consequently, another solution tailored for efficiency and overall accuracy of diagnosis is needed.

To this end we propose **ConfGuru**, a tool for fully-automated configuration debugging, which is result of re-implementing **ConfDoctor** and complementing it with an
efficient solution for detection of option read points. The latter component (called in this paper ORPReader) performs ORP detection based via static analysis implemented upon the WALA tool [28]. It is able to report the locations of ORPs which exactly correspond to the line numbers stated in the bytecode, as required by ConfDoctor. Moreover, compared to other tools like ORPLocator [13] (which uses static analysis on top of [8]), the execution time is be reduced from hours to seconds or minutes.

We also tackle the other shortcomings of ConfDoctor: its long running time, and a complicated setup. By improvements in implementation we are able to cut down the runtime of an analysis for a new issue to the order of one minute. Moreover, the diagnosis is streamlined by eliminating the need to pre-process the source code and storing the results in a database. Our evaluation shows that the accuracy of the diagnosis is similar to the case of manually supplied ORPs. We also show that ORPReader can retrieve a large fraction of the ORPs, and study the impact of various parameters on this coverage.

In summary, the contributions of this work are:

- We introduce ConfGuru, a tool for fully automated diagnosis of configuration errors in Java applications, which does not require adaptation to new applications or their versions.
- We propose ORPReader, a fast and accurate approach for extracting option read points of applications using static analysis, which is a component of the overall solution.
- We evaluate the overall diagnosis accuracy of ConfGuru, and study the accuracy of ORPReader, in particular the impact of different call graphs on the number of retrieved ORPs.

In Section II we detail our approach and Section III discusses the implementation. In Section IV we evaluate our approach. Section V discusses related work, and Section VI states our conclusions.

II. APPROACH DESCRIPTION

This section describes the approaches and implementation choices used in ConfGuru and in ORPReader. As extraction of configuration options is technically a more advanced topic, we devote most of the space to this part.

A. ConfGuru: architecture and workflow

We integrate ORPReader and ConfDoctor into a stand-alone tool, ConfGuru. This required some significant reimplementation and additions to ConfDoctor, notably removing the dependency (and usage) of the DBMS MySQL. The workflow of the original ConfDoctor consists of two execution phases. In the first phase it is invoked with the main entry points of the application and externally specified ORPs as input. It completes the forward slicing, and saves the forward slices into the database. In the second phase the original ConfDoctor receives the error stack trace as input. It then computes the backward slices, writes these to the database, computes the chops via database query, and finally analyzes the result.

We decided to remodel and streamline this workflow by calculating ORPs on the fly, keeping all intermediate results in memory. This removes the need for using a DBMS, significantly speeding up the analysis process. The new workflow is then the following one:

(i) Process command line arguments
(ii) Parse stack trace
(iii) Build call graph
(iv) Detect ORPs via ORPReader (see below)
(v) Perform forward slicing
(vi) Perform backward slicing
(vii) Perform chopping of both types of slices
(viii) Execute analysis and ranking
(ix) Present analysis results.

For steps (iii), (v), (vi) and (viii) we significantly changed ConfDoctor’s implementation. However, we also introduced changes and improvements in other parts, e.g. extended the call graph construction by different entry point sets; introduced bug fixes and optimizations for the forward and backward slicing. We discuss some changes of Step (iii) below, while technical details of other changes compared to ConfDoctor can be found in [16].

1) Variants of call graphs: Step (iii) above computes a call graph of the targeted application which is needed for the forward/backward slicing techniques used in ConfDoctor [14]. To compute such a graph, an application entry point must be specified as its root. In ConfDoctor, a single entry point is specified manually. As an alternative, more application entry points can be considered (e.g. all methods main() found in the source code), and all the corresponding call graphs can be used in the analysis. This variant is also implemented and available in ConfGuru. It eliminates the need for manual specification of the entry point but incurs high computational cost. We evaluate the impact of each variant in Section IV.

The remainder of this section describes the approach of ORPReader for extraction of option read points.

B. Overview of ORPs extraction

Our overall workflow of extracting option read points (ORPs) consists of the following four steps:

1) Identify configuration class and its subclasses
2) Identify configuration API
3) Locate positions of ORPs
4) Infer option names at each ORP.

The first two steps require limited user input to specify a base configuration class and the pattern that the configuration API follows. Our method then identifies the full set of configuration classes and the concrete configuration API. The remaining two steps are fully automated.

Similarly to ORPLocator, we constrain ourselves to the configuration API of the configuration classes themselves, and do not infer additional methods like ConfAlyzer. Our
approach diverges from ORPLocator in that we support more than just getter methods. Rabkin and Katz have found that the usual configuration API consists of parameterized getter methods [22] (e.g. Hadoop, HBase, FreePastry). Our examinations have found that configuration classes using fields as the API are also common (e.g. JChord, Randoop, Cassandra).

In the following we will discuss each of the steps in detail.

C. Selecting the configuration classes

Rabkin and Katz found that most applications use a single base class to manage their configuration options [22]. Our method assumes the existence of a single configuration class, which is the basis for managing all configuration options of the application. As the first step of the analysis, we find the configuration base class (as named by the user), and then identify all its subclasses.

We did not observe a consistent naming convention for these classes. For example, Apache Hadoop calls their class `Config` [3], Apache Cassandra and JChord prefer the name `Config` [2] [4], and Randoop’s configuration class are named `GenInputsAbstract` [6]. Therefore we cannot reliably automate finding this name, and assume that the user must provide the name of the configuration base class/interface.

When the base configuration class is known, all its sub-classes can be identified from the application’s class hierarchy. This is easy in Java, since it uses nominal subtyping. In WALA [28], the full set of configuration classes can be easily found by searching in the class hierarchy object (i.e. `callGraph.classHierarchy`) for subclasses or interface implementations of the base class/interface.

D. Identifying the configuration API

Field API. Some applications (JChord, Apache Cassandra, Randoop) use the fields of the configuration class to store and provide access to individual options. When this API is used, we assume that each field of each configuration class stores the current value of a particular option. In WALA, we can collect all such fields via the following simple code (in the Kotlin language):

```kotlin
for (confClass in confClasses) {
    confFields.addAll(confClass.allInstanceFields)
    confFields.addAll(confClass.allStaticFields)
}
```

Method API. The other frequent case (Hadoop, HBase, FreePastry) is the configuration classes providing access to the options through parameterized getter methods, as already reported by Rabkin and Katz [22]. These methods follow a simple naming pattern (generally beginning with “get”) and take a string as their first parameter. The value passed as this parameter indicates the name of the configuration option to be retrieved:

```java
String someVariable=Config.getString("optionName");
```

For this API type we collect all methods which comply with these requirements: their name starts with get, they take a string as their first parameter, and they have a return value. We call them the (option) getter methods. The implementation on top of WALA is slightly more involved, because we have to handle instance and static methods differently due to their different JVM implementation.

Similarly to the name of the base configuration class, the user has to specify which type of API (field vs. method) is used by the diagnosed application. The following sections discuss each of the both API variants separately.

E. Locating the option read points

For field API. When extracting the ORPs we are only interested in the code points where the fields are used to read the option values. For this reason, we tag all statements as ORPs where a configuration field is used as a right-hand side value. With WALA, we can quickly find all such code points through the `memory access map` that corresponds to the call graph of the application. Given the enclosing call graph node and the instruction index of the read instruction, we can then extract the class name and line number of the ORPs location.

For method API. The method API is expected to be used only for reading the configuration options. Setting the options would usually be done via a corresponding set of “set” methods. This means that every call to a getter method represents an option read point, and we tag all such statements as ORPs. Finding the call sites of methods is significantly more intricate than identifying field reads. The core mechanism to do so is the `call graph` provided by WALA. The nodes of the graph correspond to the methods of the application, and the (directed) edges indicate which methods call what others. To do the analysis on the call graph, we first need to find the graph nodes that represent our extracted getter methods.

```kotlin
var getterNodes = getterReferences.flatMap{
    callGraph.getNodes(it) }
```

In the call graph the nodes for a method that calls our getter method will have an edge pointing at the getter method’s node. Hence, we can find nodes containing call sites of the getter methods by asking the call graph for the predecessors of our getter nodes.

```kotlin
for (getter in getterNodes) {
    val predecessors = callGraph.getPredNodes(getter)
    ... }
```

However, this only gives us a broad knowledge of the call site’s location. For now, we only know in which nodes and therefore methods the calls to the getter methods are located. For the ORPs to be useful to ConfDoctor and also to be able to continue with the inference of option names, we need to find the exact statement where the call happens. We continue by traversing through all call sites located in the predecessor node and checking which node it targets. Whenever we find a call site invoking our getter method, we can extract the concrete instructions where the call is made, and mark those as ORPs. Class name and line number are extracted in a similar way as in the case of the field API.
F. Inferring option names

The remaining task is to infer the names of the read options. For the method API. This is the most complex part of our approach, since the method’s parameter (assumed to be the option name) might be an expression of multiple variables, or even dynamically computed. The results are reported together with the line number and the enclosing class of the option read point. Our tool requires no user input for this step.

For field API. If the configuration class exposes the options through its fields, then we take the field name as the option name. This is a simple approach, and typically produces the correct names. However, some option naming conventions are incompatible with Java syntax or naming conventions. Popular styles for option names include dots (e.g. some.config.option) or underscores (e.g. some_config_option). The former is illegal as a field name, while the latter violates the Java “camel case” convention.

Since it is straightforward to automatically transform between both forms, we ignore such differences in the evaluation (i.e. if an option is called some_config_option but we identify it as someConfigOption, we count that as a success).

For method API. When the configuration API consists of getter methods, we assume that the first (string) parameter of the method denotes the option name. Hence, we need to infer the possible values passed into the method at each call site. For this we propose the following recursive procedure to infer the values of an expression. The exact approach changes depending on the expression passed as a parameter, resulting in several cases.

The easiest cases are string literals (trivial) and static constants. In the latter case we obtain the exact value of the constant by recursively computing the values of the subexpressions until we descend to the base case (i.e. string literals). Other cases require more involved treatment, described below.

Other fields. If the expression references a field which is not declared static final, then inferring its value is not as simple. Essentially, in such a case we find all code points where the field is written to, and infer the value of each of the assigned expressions. We then report the possible values of the original expression as the union of the inferred values at each field write.

String concatenation. If the expression is a concatenation of other expressions, we recursively identify the possible values of those expressions and produce all concatenations of those values.

String.format call. Options names are also often dynamically built by using a call to String.format. Assuming that all parameters passed to the format method are strings, we infer its return value as follows: we infer the value of each expression passed to String.format, and then call String.format to obtain the resulting string value.

Local variables. When the expression refers to a local variable of the enclosing method, we recursively infer the value of the last write to that variable. If the last write cannot be determined, our method fails and returns an empty result.

Passed parameter. If the expression in question is itself passed into the enclosing method as a parameter, then we can not identify the possible values locally. Instead, we do a lookup of all locations where the enclosing method is called. For each of these call sites we infer the values of the expression passed as the corresponding parameter. Then we infer the values of the original expression as union of the values from each call site. One special case is when the enclosing method itself is a getter method. In that case we do not do any further inference, but instead discard the ORP altogether.

Other cases. There are a lot of cases not covered above. Virtually any expression that results in a string value can be passed to a getter method. Examples of these are: Arbitrary function calls (other than String.format), or values depending on conditionals (if, for, ?:).

When we encounter such an expression, we stop the recursion and return an empty result set. This is a practical decision to limit the complexity of the method. Our examination of applications’ code has shown that a vast majority of cases is still covered by previously described cases.

III. Implementation

In order to identify the ORPs we need to statically analyze the application’s code. To this end we compared several mature frameworks offering capabilities to analyze the source code [7], or the bytecode [28], [1], [17]. We decided to use WALA [9], the T.J. Watson Libraries for Analysis. One of the reasons is that WALA is already used in the original implementation of ConfDoctor, which reduces dependencies on external libraries. Moreover, it provides all features needed for our implementation, namely class hierarchy analysis, pointer analysis, call graph construction, intermediate representation, and context-sensitive slicing.

For our implementation we used the relatively new JVM language Kotlin [5]. It is terser than Java, cutting down much of its usual boilerplate. Also, it offers a stronger type system, giving more guarantees regarding immutability, null-safety and generics. On top of that, Kotlin offers full Java interoperability, which allows for an easy integration with the legacy code and libraries in Java.

IV. Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our method by answering the following research questions:

RQ1 What is the diagnosis accuracy of ConfGuru compared to the original ConfDoctor results, with different variants of call graphs?

RQ2 What is the recall of the ORPRReader in terms of reproducing the manually found option read points?

RQ3 What is the impact of call graphs and the classpaths on the results of ORPRReader?
RQ4: Does the approach of ORP extraction generalize to other applications?

A. Experimental setup

Our approach is evaluated using real-world applications described in Table I. The user-specified input required by ConfGuru is listed in Table II. In particular, API type specifies whether application reads option values via method calls or via field accesses (data given by user).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Release Date</th>
<th>Java Files</th>
<th>Java LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>Nov 16, 2016</td>
<td>1,469</td>
<td>198,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>2.7.1</td>
<td>Jul 7, 2015</td>
<td>6,329</td>
<td>951,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>0.92.2</td>
<td>Jan 25, 2016</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>187,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreePastry</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Mar 13, 2009</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>82,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JChord</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>May 31, 2012</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>26,482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randoop</td>
<td>1.3.2</td>
<td>Aug 23, 2010</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>20,360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I
APPLICATIONS USED IN THE EVALUATION. LOC COUNT ACCORDING TO THE TOOL cloc. HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/ALDANIAL/CLOC.

We have to exclude (blacklist in WALA) several classes and packages from all our analyses, esp. the call three construction. This is necessary to prevent the scope of the analysis becoming too large, and due to crashes of WALA for some Java standard library functions. For details, see [16].

B. RQ1: ConfGuru’s diagnosis accuracy

We first evaluate the accuracy of ConfGuru’s configuration error diagnosis by comparing its results against those published in [14]. Table III shows the rankings of the actual root cause for 29 misconfigurations used in [14]. Notation x/y means that the true root cause (option) was listed at the position x of a ranked list with y suspicious options. The column "ConfDoc. Paper [14]" reports results from the original ConfDoctor evaluation. The column "Manual ORPs" shows the result of ConfGuru on manually extracted ORPs (supposedly the same as in [14]). There are some differences between these two columns (see e.g., Hadoop/3 and Hadoop/5). This can be attributed to changed implementation of ConfDoctor used in ConfGuru, but to the fact that the original ORP data used in [14] has been lost, and only a recreated (and possibly changed) dataset was used.

The columns "ORPReader * Graph" show results for the fully automated approach, i.e., with ORPs extracted automatically via ORPReader. The version "1-Entry Graph" uses a (small) call graph with entry point specified by the user, while "Full Graph" is the version where each method is considered as potential root of the call graph (this is a much larger call graph, see Section IV-D).

Overall, the accuracy of ConfGuru is comparable to the original approach using manually found ORPs (column “Manual ORPs”) (for Randoop, the results are even identical). An exception is issue HBase/3, where the result of ConfGuru is considerably worse. This happens because a lot of “false positives” are added by ORPReader, while the weight of the actual root cause remains the same. In summary, automatic ORP extraction seem to produce diagnosis results of comparable quality as the baseline method.

Also, both the “1-Entry Graph” and “Full Graph” yield identical ranking of the root causes. Although the full call graph contains much more ORPs, the additional read points are most likely located outside the slicing graph. However, the only ORPs that actually influence ConfDoctor’s results are those contained in the slicing graph. These relevant ORPs are also identified by ORPReader when the smaller “1-Entry Graph” is used. This is a nice finding, as it allows us a more efficient analysis. Our experiments show that using a smaller graph reduces the total running time by about a third.

C. RQ2: Comparison to number of manually extracted ORPs

In this section we compare the numbers of ORPs extracted by ORPReader against the numbers of manually found ORPs used in the evaluation of ConfDoctor [14]. This can give additional explanations of the fact described in Section IV-B that the accuracy of ConfGuru (i.e. with automated extraction of ORPs) matches the accuracy achieved in [14].

Table IV shows numbers of manually identified ORPs and options versus numbers of ORPs extracted by ORPReader using the most complete analysis scope (full call graph). The numbers of ORPs found for JChord and Randoop is lower for ORPReader. The reason for this is that both these applications use the fields of the configuration class to access the option values. In such cases, the manually gathered ORPs include not only the field reads, but also the field writes. For ORPReader we decided that only the field reads should be reported as ORPs.

ORPReader’s higher number for Hadoop can be attributed to the fact that ORPReader is much more thorough than the manual analysis and finds a lot of complicated ORPs only reached by chained function calls and string concatenations.

The number of ORPs extracted for HBase is actually inflated. This is because HBase is not so much an autonomous application, and more a module for Hadoop. As such, it makes use of Hadoop’s configuration class. Hence, ORPReader does not only identify all read points for HBase configuration options, but also for those of Hadoop.

D. RQ3: Impact of the call graphs on ORPReader

In this section we study the impact of the call graph alternatives on the coverage of ORPReader. To this aim we
build call graphs of both Hadoop Common and Hadoop as a whole using different configurations. These only differ in regard to the classpath and entry points. Table V describes the different configurations used in the graphs’ construction, and Table VI shows key data of the constructed graphs.

Table VII shows the number of retrieved options and option read points for each variation of the call graph. The reported times include both the extraction of option read points and the construction of the call graph. Building the call graph makes up more than 90% of the time. For comparison, we also show the same metrics reported for ORPLocator [13]. Note that the runtime of ORPLocator is significantly longer.

1) Impact of entry points: Assuming the same classpath, a comparison of the ORPs found when using different sets of entry points shows that the results are strict subsets of one another. All ORPs found with the single entry point are found by using the main methods, and analogously all ORPs extracted using the Main graph are included in the output of the Full graph. This confirms our hypothesis that using more entry point for graph construction results in a more complete call graph, and strictly better results.

However, this comes at a significant runtime cost. Analysis time when using the Full entry point set is usually about 10 times higher than that of the Main set and in the extreme 150 times higher than the Single set (analyzing all of Hadoop including the libraries). If the goal is to maximize the extracted ORPs, then using a full set of entry points is the way to go. However, as shown in Section IV-B, single entry points are sufficient to achieve high diagnosis accuracy.

2) Impact of the classpath: Including libraries in the classpath increases the number of retrieved options and ORPs. We have investigated the reasons for this somewhat surprising finding and found two causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Manual ORPs</th>
<th>ORPReader – Full Graph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JChord</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randoop</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HBase</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV Numbers of ORPs and options obtained by the manual analysis and by ORPReader.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Classpath</th>
<th>Top level contents of SHDS/common</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>All contents of SHDS/common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop + Libs</td>
<td>All contents of hadoop/share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V Variants of the classpaths and the entry points for building different versions of the call graph (with SHDS = $HDS$/SHARE/HADOOP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>#Edges</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>#Edges</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>1,416</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>1h10m</td>
<td>3m15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop + Libs</td>
<td>3,202</td>
<td>1,854</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>7h48m</td>
<td>5m15s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI Graph sizes for different entry point sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Classpath</th>
<th>Top level contents of SHDS/common</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop</td>
<td>All contents of SHDS/common</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop + Libs</td>
<td>All contents of hadoop/share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII Number of option read points and unique options extracted by ORPReader using differently constructed call graphs (*CP* means classpath). Same metrics are reported for ORPLocator [13] for comparison.
Libraries contain additional ORPs. Some of the additional files included in the Common + Libs and Hadoop + Libs scopes actually contain ORPs. A good example is hadoop/share/tools/lib/hadoop-aws-2.7.1.jar which loads a lot of the S3 options of Hadoop Common.

The dependency problem. This effect is a lot more subtle. While WALA tries to include all classes in the Jar files given by the classpath, sometimes classes are missing from the resulting class hierarchy and call graph. To analyze a class, WALA needs the complete information about it, including all superclasses and implemented interfaces. When one of these is missing, the subclass is excluded from the analysis, and all its methods are missing in the call graph. This shows that exhaustive results can only be obtained if all dependencies are included in the classpath of the analysis.

For example, Hadoop features the classes onrcp.RpcProgram and its subclass hdfs.nfs.nfs3.RpcProgramNfs3. The latter contains ORPs and is thus relevant for our analysis. However, both these classes are missing in the Hadoop call graph, despite of being included in the classpath. The reason for this is that RpcProgram extends SimpleChannelUpstreamHandler, which is a class defined in a library (netty-3.6.2.Final.jar) not included in the analysis classpath. Since a superclass of RpcProgram is missing, WALA cannot analyze it and drops it from the analysis. Transitive the same happens with RpcProgramNfs3.

E. RQ4: Extraction of ORPs from other applications

All results stated so far were obtained for the same applications as in the ConfDoctor work [14]. Here we want to study how well ORPReader generalizes to other applications, and thus fulfills the promise of effortless adaptation to other software. Table VIII shows the results.

### Table VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>#Extracted</th>
<th>#Documented</th>
<th>#Documented ∩ Found</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache Cassandra</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreePastry</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VIII

NUMBER OF EXTRACTED AND DOCUMENTED OPTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS.

### V. RELATED WORK

Related work falls into two categories: approaches for configuration error diagnosis, and techniques for extracting configuration options.

#### A. Configuration Error Diagnosis

In recent years, configuration-related issues have attracted attention of researches, culminating in empirical studies [29], [23], [24], and a variety of diagnosis approaches [21], [32], [27], [33], [12], [25], [20]. Latter can be classified into two areas: program analysis and non-program analysis. Since the former domain is closer of our work, we refer reader to [14] for an overview of works in the non-program analysis.

Program analysis. ConfAid [10] applies dynamic information flow analysis techniques. Sherlog [31] uses static analysis to infer the execution path and state at runtime. ConfAlyzer [22] uses static data flow analysis to detect suspicious options. ConfDiagnoser [33] uses dynamic analysis technique to compare runtime profiles for each option. SPEX [29] analyze source code to identify configuration constraints and detects their violations. [25] diagnoses configuration errors in complex applications composed of multiple components (e.g. LAMP-stack, i.e. Linux, Apache Web Server, MySQL, PHP). It uses a combination of static analysis (mostly backward slicing) and information on manually determined configuration dependencies between components. In [20] authors propose to use symbolic taint analysis to identify how options and their values are determine which code regions are executed. This information can be used for error diagnosis.

B. Extraction of Configuration Options

The closest work to ORPReader is ConfAlyzer [22]. This work uses static analysis to extract a list of configuration options from source code. Since ConfAlyzer uses source code as input, the identified ORP locations do not match those required by ConfDoctor which works with the bytecode. Contrary to this, the approach presented in this paper provides exact ORP data for ConfDoctor, and thus allows integration of both tools.

ORPLocator [13] uses srcML [8] to parse the source code into XML format. Similarly to ORPReader, it first identifies all subclasses of a user-specified configuration base class. In the following steps methods and call sites reading option values are identified. After inferring option names it builds a map between these names and the corresponding ORPs. Unfortunately, ORPLocator has large runtime (see Table VII), significant memory requirements, and contrary to ORPReader it does not allow to trade accuracy for execution time. Finally, for the reasons outlined in Section I (e.g. mismatch of line numbers for ORP locations) it cannot be used together with ConfDoctor.

PrefFinder [18] proposed by Jin et al., uses static and dynamic analysis techniques to extract configuration options. The SCIC [11] extends ConfAlyzer to handle options in
the key-value model and the tree-structured model. Works [26][19] analyze configuration variant and space in configurable system software.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed ConfGuru, an automated debugger for diagnosing configuration errors in Java applications. It is based on improved version of ConfiDoctor [14] and a new, computationally efficient approach and a tool for extracting option read points via static analysis. ConfiDoctor combines low intrusiveness (error stack trace as the only runtime data) with fast diagnosis speed and the ability to handle any Java application without manual adaptation. This makes our approach highly relevant in practice. We are currently working on offering ConfGuru as a web service to a wider audience.

In our study we discovered that the primary reason for missing ORPs are deficiencies of the external WALA tool [9]. This problem has also affected ConfiDoctor before, but has first been uncovered by our evaluation. Our future work will target finding workarounds or solutions for the underlying dependency problem, as it is of paramount importance for improving the accuracy of both ORPReader and ConfiDoctor.
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